
taming the talk
how to control the negative chatter,

find emotional freedom, and
become a leader worthy to follow.
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taming the talk
how to control the negative chatter,

find emotional freedom, and
become a leader worthy to follow. 



remember

join:
yoogozi mastermind & mentoring group on facebook

(closed to MM members)

follow:
larry broughton’s yoogzi page on facebook

subscribe:
email list at yoogozi.com





you are in the right place! 



feel free to drop off webinar…

if you’re completely evolved; if you never have 
Negative mental chatter about your past, 

your future, or your potential… 

if everyday you wake with visions of sunshine, 
lollipops and rainbows in your mind; 

and you never think ill-will
on yourself or your team…

but, before you go:





taming the talk & negative mental chatter 
SERIOUS BUSINESS



taming the talk & negative mental chatter 
anxiety, depression, suicide



what is negative mental chatter?



what is negative mental chatter?

1. repeated _____________________________
2. reliving ________________________________
3. _______________  past, __________ the future
4. compulsive inner monologues
5. never ______________________
6. over analysis of our & others’ situations
7. involuntary thinking and ___________________



sure-fire tips to tame the talk!



http://tinyurl.com/yoogozi-brainflushing



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
1. breathing



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
2. get present: counting 5-1



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
3. prayer & ___________________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
4. practice _____________________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
5. reaffirm past ____________________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
6. movement ________________________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
7. must-flee _____________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
8. avoid isolation



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
9. summon your _____________________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
10. get inspired



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
11. daily ________________________



12 sure-fire tips to tame the talk!
12. sing: _____________________________



wrap-up



when negative chatter sneaks in
and reminds you of your mistakes 

and past bad behavior:



ahhh, that’s interesting…
that’s who I used to be.



http://tinyurl.com/yoogozi-kanye



reminders



upcoming events:

mastermind teaching call
august 25, 12noon pacific

veteran/military mastermind group 4
september 14-16

yoogozi mastermind cruise to mexico
october 9-12 $595 current/past members 



if you have questions or comments,
please:

yoogozi mastermind & mentoring group on facebook
(closed to MM members)

or:
larry broughton’s yoogzi page on facebook



go do something significant today!


